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Abstract.   

 

The highway contains several lanes, spacious roadways, and high traffic. Expressways convey more people than 

regular roadways, which is crucial to the nation's economy. A highway crash will kill many people and destroy 

property. On the freeway, automobiles drop objects, causing major rear-end collisions. The expressway safety 

detection system uses video cameras to monitor crucial areas of the highway. However, coverage is limited. This 

research proposes driving vehicle-based expressway tossing object detection to overcome this issue. Mobile road 

vehicles detect expressway-throwing items. It identifies and records all traffic occurrences in real-time. Throwing 

things sends an alert message to the control center. After analysis and validation, the control center alerts relevant 

driving vehicles and manages incidents quickly. Expressway-thrown object detection systems include video 

capture, video detection and processing, picture transmission, and control centers. This article discusses the 
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throwing object detection system as a moving target recognition and tracking method. Phase correlation 

estimates and compensates pseudo-motion. Using standard information from the current frame's prior frames 

creates an acting backdrop model. The current frame's different historical frames efficiently separate the moving 

items from the foreground. The moving target's shape and location are refined using the two-step morphological 

technique. To solve data association, the Kalman filter tracks moving objects using centroid, size, and intensity 

distribution. SVM classifiers categorize and identify moving targets and track non-vehicle targets (throwing 

items) based on HOG properties. The experimental findings demonstrate that the suggested technique can 

reliably recognize and track moving targets and discriminate moving object features to detect thrown items. 
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Introduction  

 
China expressways have grown significantly with the economy and transportation needs. Fast. 

Highway transportation offers door-to-door direct passenger and logistics transit. The expressway 

features multiple lanes, a broad road surface, and a high traffic capacity compared to regular roadways. 

Vehicles sometimes toss things on expressways as transit capacity increases. Expressway accidents 

sometimes involve throwing things [1]. Throwing things is like a "time bomb" that threatens highway 

vehicle safety. Expressway throwing incidents occur when the car in front tosses, falls, or debris from 

the other lane. If the expressway motorist sees a strange thing ahead, he will subconsciously brake or 

turn. Helm. Due to the expressway's high traffic volume, vehicle speed, and relatively limited road 

portions, these actions are likely to produce significant rear-end crashes, guardrail collisions, and 

flipped cars, resulting in personnel accidents. Damages and deaths. It may create secondary accidents 

and slow expressway traffic [2]. Because a soda can flew in front of the automobile, take a soda can. 

Emergency braking on Wang's windshield nearly occurred due to quick driving. Smashing Wang's 

windshield and braking hard almost caused a crash. Iron chunks squeezed through the carriage railing 

and dispersed on the road. The iron block squeezes out the carriage fence and scatters it over the road. 

The iron block squeezes the carriage fence while driving toward Hangzhou. Carriage fences litter the 

road [3]. 
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The back automobiles dispersed on the road had no choice but to go to the shoulder. Eighteen 

car tires were punctured after inspection. The safety department seized a considerable vehicle that 

caused an interstate collision. An automobile crashed into a rock at about 20 o'clock that night. Large 

rock-laden trucks triggered the disaster. To conclude, highway traffic accidents will squander natural 

resources, inflict economic losses, and harm society. Thus, real-time highway spill detection is crucial. 

This document discusses significant highway spills. This document discusses essential highway spills. 

This study proposes vehicle-driven highway spill detection. The next car may pass past the incident, 

the camera, and irregularities, beside the roadway. The mobile sprinkler detection network of highway 

vehicles helps relevant agencies quickly find and respond to crises, limit property damage, and identify 

the accident's perpetrator [4]. 

Materials and Methods  

 
Fixed cameras limit highway safety detection system coverage. This topic suggests a driving vehicle-

based sprinkler detection system architecture. Use highway cars as sprinkler detectors to create a 

network [5]. Real-time traffic incidents are identified. The control center receives alarms for odd 

occurrences like spilled items. The control center will alert the necessary employees to handle it after 

confirmation. This article's staff responded quickly. This study examines the spill detection system as 

a moving target recognition and tracking algorithm. The paper's specifics: 

 Explain road spill detection research and its importance. A complete introduction to local 

and overseas expressway traffic safety research. Current approaches for detecting and 

analyzing issues. 

 A moving and throwing approach using moving cars is presented to address highway safety 

detecting system issues. The design plan of the moving and spilled item detecting system 

for moving vehicles, including the system design concept, structure, and core technologies. 

 The moving target and tracking method has five steps: estimate and correction of 

background motion, modeling of the moving backdrop, recognition of moving targets in the 

foreground, extraction, and labeling of effective moving target regions, and tracking. 

Choose a moving target identification and tracking method based on its pros and cons. 

 Using the HOG feature, classify and identify moving targets using the SVM classifier to find 

spilled items. 
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Results and Discussion  
 

The expressway is moving automobiles, and items launched by them are moving targets, yet the 

vehicles are standard, and the objects are odd. Therefore. Thus, detecting and tracking moving objects 

must be done after that—target categorization (including vehicles and spillage vehicles and spillage 

vehicles and spillage). The moving target has two non-category targets: driving vehicles and vehicle 

launching items [6]. 

If the distinctions between target kinds are evident, machine learning approaches can discover 

and recognize them. Highway. The moving car, spilled item, road surface, and fence are far apart on 

the highway. Since this paper detects spilled things, cartons are positive samples, while highways, 

fences, etc., are negative samples. To prevent the classifier from missing the goal, train with as many 

samples and categories as feasible. This subject uses Caltech and TU Graz GrazGraz-02 photos. 

Extracting sample characteristics follows sample collection. Domestic and international 

researchers have suggested harr-like features, HOG features [7], and SIFT features. Characteristics The 

most common usage is a histogram of the oriented gradient using a support vector machine. HOG can 

better characterize the target contour and retain geometric transformation and lighting invariance. The 

detection findings are unaffected by slight target variations. This paper targets the HOG descriptor—

feature extraction. Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) is a feature descriptor that calculates local 

image gradients to describe object edge features. HOG feature extraction involves preprocessing, 

Gamma correction color standardization, pixel gradient value computation, cell feature descriptor 

calculation, cell normalization, and feature vector production. 

Before training, merely preprocess the positive and negative samples. To guarantee the HOG 

descriptor can characterize carton outline properties, the training set sample pictures should only 

include cartons, while the test sample images may contain anything [8]. Image brightness may vary. 

Normalizing the picture removes brightness and local shadows. Perform grayscale transformation on 

the picture, then Gamma normalization, where the square of the value replaces a pixel value, the 

Gamma parameter is 0.5, and I (x, y) is used to replace the location (x, y). This may reduce the effect of 

light variations on detection results. This work investigates SVM classifier-based spilled item detection. 

To toss, collect many positive and negative spills (cartons) and vehicles, extract their HOG 

characteristics, and use the SVM classifier to categorize and identify vehicle targets and non-vehicle 

targets (sprays). 
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Conclusions  
 
This study reviews motorway spill detection studies in the US and elsewhere. It presents a moving 

vehicle-based spill detection system based on highway safety detection system issues. This paper 

analyzes and compares the pros and cons of existing moving target detection algorithms, adopts phase 

correlation estimation and compensates for pseudo-motion, proposes a method based on the standard 

information of the current frame and the historical frame to establish the moving background, uses the 

difference between the two frames to detect the moving foreground and conducts experiments. Moving 

target contouring: The SVM classifier uses HOG characteristics to recognize moving targets, detect 

spilled items, and perform relevant experiments to test the method. This article summarizes its 

research: 

 Completed video stream-based highway spill detection system scheme design. Driving 

automobiles on the expressway record and identify traffic occurrences ahead. Throwing things 

will trigger an alert message to the control center. Respond quickly. Video capture, detection, 

processing, transmission, and control center are part of the system. 

 Researched moving target identification and tracking under dynamic backdrop and suggested 

a novel way to develop an automated visual surveillance system employing phase correlation 

to estimate and adjust camera motion using current and historical frames. The algorithm detects 

the moving target using its standard information and differences. The experiment proves it 

works: Two-step morphological processes refine the target region, the Kalman filter tracks the 

moving target, and experimental results are shown. The program can recognize and track the 

moving target in moving camera footage without previous knowledge of the surroundings or 

object shape. 

 Sprinkler detection experiment accomplished. Many vehicles and non-vehicle (spray) samples 

are trained, and the SVM classifier is utilized to categorize and identify driving vehicles and 

spray based on HOG properties to detect spills. 
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